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Ian Priston – Marketing Manager from Boys and
Maughan Solicitors describes the results and
experience after having their website redesigned.

Website
www.boysandmaughan.co.uk

Company size
Provincial Solicitors with 5 Branches in East Kent –
established for 200 years

The Solution

Services provided

Conscious took my ideas, developed them and added significant
value by delivering excellent use of images, great use of colour and
prominence to our social media buttons. Our partners quickly gave
the new look the thumbs up and then it was just a matter of
refining things.

Website Re-Design – Conscious Client for
10 years
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The Results

Based on google analytics
data traffic to the site
is UP

Completed enquiry forms UP

V110%!

Client comments
described our new
website as: ‘Helpful
and Comprehensive’
– this had to be the
design as we did not
undergo a major
re-write.

Source: Google Analytics
8th April 2015 – 30th Sept 2015 v’s 8th April 2014 – 30th Sept 2014
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The Process
Our old website had become tired and out of date, especially
because it wasn’t responsive. I wanted a site that was easy
for clients to use and had that ‘wow’ factor.
That’s what Conscious delivered!
From our initial design briefing through to going live our
project manager kept us up to date. At each milestone we
were provided with lists of action point that were completed
promptly and on time.

Boys and Maughan Solicitors
- new responsive website

Three words that I would use to describe Conscious and the
journey we went through…
SURPRISING: because I thought I would have to take greater control over the design process but the initial
concepts were very strong and thereafter completing work on the site was plain sailing.
KNOWLEDGEABLE: because it is reassuring being in a safe pair of hands that regularly provides fresh insights
and is constantly seeking new ways to better serve law firms such as ours.
RELIABLE: because the job was done on time and to a tight timescale. Some people said the project would take
months and months and it didn’t. Once live there were very few teething problems and those that occurred
were quickly ironed out.

To know more about us and why we are your best choice, visit
our website www.conscious.co.uk. Or to speak to someone about
what we can do for you, call 0117 325 0200.
We look forward to hearing from you.
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